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To the proprietors of "Ultimatum Theme".

It's recently come to our attention that several items you purchased including 
Visual Composer
,
Revolution Slider
and 
Ultimate Addons for Visual Composer
,
may not have used the proper license for its application in your
product, which falls into the category of a "buildityourself" WordPress solution.

It seems like an honest mistake and we're here to help! It looks like the item was purchased under the
Extended

License
when in fact, usage in this manner requires 
multiple standard licences for each enduser,along with an
established
agreement with the owners of each of these products.

Please take a look at the 
Licence Terms
(specifically section 9) quoted below for reference:

“You can’t use the Item in any application allowing an end user to customise a digital or physical
product to their specific needs, such as an “on demand”, “made to order” or “build it yourself”
application. You can use the Item in this way only if you purchase a separate license for each final
product incorporating the Item that is created using the application.”

You may find the following resources useful in illustrating the issue further:
http://themeforest.net/licenses/faq#licensetransferablea
and
http://themeforest.net/licenses/faq#smallelementstocka
We'd like to help you migrate to the proper license agreement to ensure that both you and your work are safely
covered for your needs and end use. If you are able to comply with the authors of these products around
negotiating a new agreement, we'll have your funds returned for the original purchase.

Thank you very much for your attention and cooperation here, and we're happy to answer any questions you may
have!

Kind Regards

The Envato team
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